
Africa is bearing the brunt of a credit crisis wreaking 

havoc on the global economy. While inflation eats away 

at the purchasing power of hundreds of millions of 

Africans, the highest interest rates in decades and an 

international financing slowdown are threatening the 

survival of businesses.

The continent’s political decision-makers are calling for 

reforms to the global financial architecture that would 

allow them to respond effectively to the immense 

challenges ahead.

But Africa no longer has time to wait for promises to be 

kept. The continent needs to build its own world-class 

financial industry capable of delivering robust and sus-

tainable development. An industry that is more resilient 

to external shocks and better able to attract the capi-

tal that can transform national economies and finance 

the energy transition, food security and essential in-

frastructure.

Africa’s financial industry has made remarkable pro-
gress in the last 20 years led notably by its commercial 
banks, stock exchanges and fintechs. But the challen-

ges it faces are formidable: from closing a $330bn SME 

funding deficit, drastically increasing the insurance pe-

netration rate (less than 3% compared with a global 

average of 7%), and deepening capital markets (ap-

prox. 1,100 companies listed on 25 African exchanges vs. 

over 2,000 on the Shanghai Stock Exchange alone), to 

fostering excellence in strategic areas such as digital 

transformation and artificial intelligence.

With major international players paring down local Afri-

can operations, our continental champions have an 

historic opportunity to extend their regional influence 

and consolidate links to global markets.If they suc-

ceed, African champions will have the capacity over 

the next ten years to become the driving force that 

the real economy has been yearning for. The opportu-

nity available to them could be worth more than $1.5 

trillion based on banking, insurance and capital mar-

kets penetration to GDP ratios observed in China and 

developed markets.

On 15 and 16 November in Lomé, AFIS will mobilise more 
than 1,000 financial industry leaders, policymakers 
and regulators to work out the course of action nee-

ded to develop a world-class African financial industry 

by focusing on four major challenges:

1.  Attracting the billions held by African institutional 

investors to local capital markets

2.  Free movement of capital, regulatory harmony,  

reducing the African risk premium: What will help 

African financial champions emerge? 

3.   Working together to retain and develop talent  

vital to the sector’s digital transformation

4.  Climate finance, securitisation, tokenisation:  

Unleashing the sector’s innovation potential
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PANELS & STRATEGIC ROUNDTABLES 

Industry  
Trends 

• From sovereign bonds to infrastructure finance: Challenging the Africa risk premium 

• FX risk management: A way out of the debt crisis?

• Women In Finance – Rewriting the rules on traditional finance

• Tokenising African assets (land, gold, cattle): How can financial institutions win? 

• Open finance: Connecting the dots on big data

• Rethinking PPPs to plug the infrastructure gap

• The future of Nigerian finance in francophone Africa’s turbulent times

Common Market 
and Regulations

• A unifying banking authority: Is Africa ready? 

• How can Africa engineer a pushback on Basel III? 

• Fraud, corruption and illicit financial flows: Reinforcing and harmonising standards

•  Global economic reform: Could the climate emergency strengthen  
Africa’s negotiating position?

Commercial  
Banking Outlook

• Bad banks and NPL securitization: A lifeline for troubled assets in a turbulent economy? 

• A loan in 10 seconds: Artificial intelligence at the service of MSME access 

• Talent war: How can everyone prevail? 

•  Resilient and efficient banking: Optimising costs, revenues and capital to withstand 
external shocks 

Capital Markets & 
Corporate Financing

• A local affair: Mobilising domestic investors in capital markets 

• Sophisticated financial products: A door to new financing for Africa? 

• Establishing a green finance taxonomy for Africa

• Engaging the African diaspora in local capital markets
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Sustainability

• Climate finance: Can Africa go from laggard to leader in sustainable bonds? 

• Establishing a green finance taxonomy for Africa

• What is a responsible African financial institution?

• How can financial institutions tap into the carbon credit opportunity?

Expanding 
Insurance

•  Cyber threats: Developing an African insurance industry to cover  
emerging corporate risks 

• Keeping insurance profitable: Boosting capacity to absorb mounting risks

• Open insurance: How can open data enhance climate risk management for insurers? 

Digital Financial 
Services & Fintech

• Can deeper banking partnerships sustain the fintech golden age?

• Mobile money: How to brave the cost storm

• From credit to savings: Developing a digital micro-savings culture

• Fraud protection and KYC: Advancing Biometrics and digital IDs


